How do I compare Medical plans?

BenefitsU provides you with side-by-side comparisons of the medical plans and allows you to customize the claims to see how the plans will change. Click on Edit Plan.

Select the plans you want to compare (orange arrows) and click Compare plans & estimate your cost (black arrow).
You can now see a side by side comparison of plans, including the per-pay cost and including your past 12 months of claims data (if you were in a Bucknell plan). You can adjust the claims data by clicking the Modify usage button at the top.

You can personalize the data to show your anticipated claims for the coming year. In most cases, you may want to use the past 12 months as a guide but if you know this year will be different, the personalize feature is available to adjust the estimated number of office visits, prescriptions, etc. and the plan costs will adjust accordingly.
Notice the adjusted costs for each plan. You can make a more informed decision regarding your medical plan.
You can also use this tool to adjust the plan cost for the Coverage level (number of dependents).

Again, with the changes you make in BenefitsU, you can instantly see the different calculated cost per plan.